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Although automatic faces recognition has shown success for high-quality images under controlled conditions, for video-based
recognition it is hard to attain similar levels of performance.We describe in this paper recent advances in a project being undertaken
to trial and develop advanced surveillance systems for public safety. In this paper, we propose a local facial feature based framework
for both still image and video-based face recognition. The evaluation is performed on a still image dataset LFW and a video
sequence dataset MOBIO to compare 4 methods for operation on feature: feature averaging (Avg-Feature), Mutual Subspace
Method (MSM), Manifold to Manifold Distance (MMS), and Aﬃne Hull Method (AHM), and 4 methods for operation on
distance on 3 diﬀerent features. The experimental results show that Multi-region Histogram (MRH) feature is more discriminative
for face recognition compared to Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and raw pixel intensity. Under the limitation on a small number of
images available per person, feature averaging is more reliable thanMSM,MMD, and AHM and ismuch faster. Thus, our proposed
framework—averaging MRH feature is more suitable for CCTV surveillance systems with constraints on the number of images
and the speed of processing.
1. Introduction
After the bombing attack in 2005, special attentions have
been paid to the use of CCTV for surveillance to prevent
such attacks in the future. Based on the number of CCTV
cameras on Putney High Street, it is “guesstimated” [1] that
there are around 500,000 CCTV cameras in the London area
and 4,000,000 cameras in the UK. This implies that there is
approximately one camera for every 14 people in the UK.
Given the huge number of cameras, it is impossible to hire
enough security guards to constantly monitor all camera
feeds. Hence, generally the CCTV feeds are recorded without
monitoring, and the videos are mainly used for a forensic
or reactive response to crime and terrorism after it has
happened. However, the immense cost of successful terrorist
attacks in public spaces shows that forensic analysis of videos
after the event is simply not an adequate response. In the
case of suicide attacks, there is no possibility of prosecution
after the event, so only recording surveillance video provides
no terrorism deterrent. There is an emerging need to detect
events and persons of interest from CCTV videos before any
serious attack happens. This means that cameras must be
monitored at all times.
However, two main constraints restrict human monitor-
ing of the CCTV videos. One important issue is the limi-
tation of the number of videos that a person can monitor
simultaneously. For large amount of cameras, it requires
a lot of people resulting in high ongoing costs. Another
issue is that such a personnel intensive system may not be
reliable due to the attention span of humans decreasing
rapidly when performing such tedious tasks for long time.
One possible solution is advanced surveillance systems that
employ computers to monitor all video feeds and deliver
the alerts to human operators for response. Because of this,
there has been an urgent need in both the industry and
the research community to develop advanced surveillance
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systems, sometimes dubbed as Intelligent CCTV (ICCTV).
In particular, developing total solutions for protecting critical
infrastructure has been on the forefront of R&D activities in
this field [2–4].
In 2009, NICTA was awarded a research grant to conduct
long-term trials of Intelligent CCTV (ICCTV) technologies
in important and sensitive public spaces such as major ports
and railway stations. One of our research focuses is the
person identification in crowded environment. Under the
context of CCTV surveillance, recognition via faces appears
to be the most useful among various biometric techniques.
Our starting point is developing robust face recognition
technique for public railway stations using existing cameras,
which arises from problems encountered in our initial real-
world trials. Though automatic face recognition has achieved
satisfactory results under controlled conditions, video-based
face recognition is considerably more challenging. Nuisance
factors such as varying illumination, expression, and pose
can greatly aﬀect recognition performance. Figure 1 shows
an example of real-life CCTV images captured at a railway
station. In addition to robustness and accuracy, scalability
and processing time are also important for surveillance
systems. A face recognition system should be able to handle
large volumes of people (e.g., peak hour at a railway station).
Though this can be improved by parallel processing, there
are always cost considerations limiting the number of CPUs
available when dealing with large amount of video streams.
In this context, a face recognition algorithm should be able
to run in real time or better, which necessarily limits its
complexity.
The outline of this paper is as follows: we review the
state-of-the-art techniques for still image and video-based
face recognition in Section 2, followed by discussions of still
images and video sequences for surveillance in Section 3; we
then proposed the Multiregion Histogram for still image face
recognition in Section 4; the extension of MRH for video-
based face recognition is presented in Section 5; Section 6
comes to the conclusion and future work.
2. Previous Approaches
2.1. Still Image Face Recognition. Research on still image
face recognition has been done for nearly half a century.
Two main approaches have been proposed for illumination
invariant recognition. One is to represent images with
features that are less sensitive to illumination changes [5, 6]
such as the edge maps of the image. This approach suﬀers
from the fact that features generated from shadows are
related to illumination changes and may have an impact
on recognition. Experiments done by Adinj et al. in [7]
show that even with the best image representations, the
misclassification rate is more than 20%. Another approach
is to construct a low-dimensional linear subspace for images
of faces taken under diﬀerent lighting conditions [8, 9].
This approach is based on an assumption that images of a
convex Lambertian object under variable illuminations form
a convex cone in the space of all possible images [10]. Around
3 to 9 images are required to construct the convex cone.
Nevertheless, the surface of human faces is not completely
Lambertian reflected and convex. Therefore, it is hard for
these methods to deal with cast shadows. Furthermore, these
systems need several images of the same face taken under
diﬀerent controlled lighting source directions to construct
a model of a given face.
As for expression invariant recognition, it is still unsolved
for machine recognition and is even a diﬃcult task for
humans. In [11, 12], images are morphed to be the same
shape as the one used for training. But it is not guaranteed
that all images can be morphed correctly; for example, an
image with closed eyes cannot bemorphed to a neutral image
because of the lack of texture inside the eyes. Liu et al. [13]
propose to use optical flow for face recognition with facial
expression variations. However, it is hard to learn the local
motions within the feature space to determine the expression
changes of each face, since the way one person expresses
a certain emotion is normally somewhat diﬀerent from
others. Martinez proposed a weighing method to deal with
facial expressions in [14]. An image is divided into several
local areas, and those that are less sensitive to expressional
changes are chosen and weighed independently. But features
that are insensitive to expression changes may be sensitive to
illumination variations [7].
Pose variability is usually considered to be the most chal-
lenging problem. There are three main approaches devel-
oped for 2D-based pose invariant face recognition. Wiskott
et al. proposed Elastic BunchGraphMatching, which applied
Gabor filter to extract pose invariant features [15]. In [16–18]
multiple-view templates are used to represent faces with
diﬀerent poses. Multiple-view approaches require several
gallery images per person under controlled view conditions
to identify a face, which restricts its application when only
one image is available per person. Face synthesis methods
have emerged in an attempt to overcome this issue. In [19],
Gao et al. constructed a Face-Specific Subspace by synthe-
sising novel views from a single image. In [20] a method
for direct synthesis of face model parameters is proposed.
In [21], an Active Appearance Model- (AAM-) based face
synthesis method is applied for face recognition subject to
relatively small pose variations. A recurring problem with
AAM-based synthesis and multiview methods is the need to
reliably locate facial features to determine the pose angle for
pose compensation—this turns out to a be diﬃcult task in its
own right.
The above methods can handle certain kinds of face
image variation successfully, but drawbacks still restrict their
application. It may be risky to rely heavily on choosing
invariant features [5, 6, 14, 15], such as using edge maps
of the image or choosing expression insensitive regions.
This is because features insensitive to one variation may be
highly sensitive to other variations, and it is very diﬃcult
to abstract features that are completely immune to all kinds
of variation [7]. Some approaches attempt to construct
face-specific models to describe possible variations under
changes in lighting or pose [8, 9, 19, 22]. Such methods
require multiple images per person taken under controlled
conditions to construct a specific subspace for each person
for the face representation. This leads to expensive image
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Figure 1: Sample images captured by CCTV cameras installed at a railway station.
capture processes, poor scalability of the face model, and
does not permit applications, where only one gallery image
is available per person. Other approaches divide the range of
variation into several subranges (e.g., low, medium, and high
pose angles) and construct multiple face spaces to describe
face variations lying in the corresponding subrange [16–18].
These approaches require us to register several images repre-
senting diﬀerent variations per person into the correspond-
ing variation models so that matching can be done in each
interval individually. Once again, acquiring multiple images
per person under specific conditions is often very diﬃcult, if
not impossible, in practice.
2.2. Video-Based Face Recognition. In recent years, increasing
attention has been paid to the video-based face recog-
nition. Many approaches were proposed to use temporal
information to enhance face recognition for videos. One
direct approach is temporal voting. A still image-matching
mechanism is proposed by Satoh for matching two video
sequences [23]. The distance between two videos is the
minimum distance between two frames across two videos.
Zhou and Chellappa presented a sequential importance
sampling (SIS) method to incorporate temporal information
in a video sequence for face recognition [24]. A state space
model with tracking state vector and recognizing identity
variable was used to characterize the identity by integrating
motion and identity information over time. However, this
approach only considers identity consistency in temporal
domain, and thus it may not work well when the face is
partially occluded. Zhang and Martinez applied a weighted
probabilistic approach on appearance face models to solve
the occlusion problem [25]. Their experiment shows that this
approach can improve the performance for PCA, LDA, and
ICA. The approach proposed in [26] uses the condensation
algorithm to model the temporal structures.
Some approaches utilize spatial information by con-
sidering frames from videos as still image sets without
considering their temporal information. Person-specific
models are trained from video sequences to form many
individual eigenspaces in [27]. Angles between subspaces
are considered as the similarity between videos. In [28],
each person is represented by a low-dimensional appearance
manifold learned from training exemplars sampled from
videos. The probabilistic likelihood of the linear models is
propagating through the transition matrix between diﬀerent
pose manifolds. An exemplar-based probabilistic approach
is proposed in [29], in which representative face images
are selected as exemplars from training videos by radial
basis functions. This approach can model small 2D motion
eﬀectively, but it cannot handle large pose variation or
occlusion. Topkaya and Bayazit applied dimensional analysis
on the representative frames selected based on facial features
and the corresponding positions [30].
Most of the recent approaches utilize spatiotemporal
information for face recognition in video. A sparse rep-
resentation of face is learned from video for online face
recognition under unconstrained conditions [31]. Principal
component null space analysis (PCNSA) is proposed in [32],
which is helpful for nonwhite noise covariance matrices.
The Autoregressive and Moving Average (ARMA) model
method is proposed in [33] to model a moving face as a
linear dynamical object. Liu and Chen proposed an adaptive
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) on dynamic textures for
video-based face recognition. Kim et al. applied HMM to
solve the visual constraints problem for face tracking and
recognition [34].
The above approaches for face recognition in video
have several main drawbacks. Firstly, personal specific facial
dynamics are useful to discriminate diﬀerent persons, but
the intrapersonal temporal information that related to facial
expression and emotions is also encoded and used; secondly,
normally consistent weights are assigned to spatiotemporal
features from the observation that some features are more
helpful for recognition, but the weights are not adaptively
assigned which may be harmful when face appearance
changes dramatically, especially in the case of occlusion,
where some features may disappear; thirdly, most of the
methods require well-aligned faces, which limits their usage
in practice; last but not least, most of the above approaches
utilize holistic facial features, but the local facial features are
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Figure 2: Normalised still face images captured by normal cameras.
not well investigated, which is shown to be useful for image
analysis and face recognition on still images.
3. Still Image versus Video Sequence
For face recognition in surveillance scenarios, identifying
a person captured on image or video is one of the key tasks.
This implies matching faces on both still images and video
sequences. It can be further classified into three categories:
still image to still image matching, video sequence to video
sequence matching, and still image to video sequence
matching.
Automatic face recognition for still images with high
quality can achieve satisfactory performance, but for video-
based face recognition it is hard to attain similar levels of
performance. Compared to still images face recognition,
there are several disadvantages of video sequences. First,
images captured by CCTV cameras are generally of poor
quality. The noise level is higher, and images may be blurred
due to movement or the subject being out of focus. Second,
image resolution is normally lower for video sequences. If
the subject is very far from the camera, the actual face image
resolution can be as low as 64 by 64 pixels. Last, face image
variations, such as illumination, expression, pose, occlusion,
and motion, are more serious in video sequences. These
eﬀects are illustrated in Figure 3. Images in the first row
are CCTV images with relatively good quality. The second
row shows degraded images, where the left-hand side picture
shows the eﬀect of out of focus, the middle picture displays
the eﬀect of interlacing due to object movement and the
right-hand side one illustrates the combination of out of
focus and interlacing. To comparison with the still image
shown in Figure 2, it can be seen that the image quality of
CCTV cameras (even high-end ones) is much worse than
still images. In addition, the poor quality, low resolution, and
large variation will result in uncertainty of the face detector,
which is the first important step of any automatic face
recognition system. Faces extracted from poor-quality videos
can have higher false detection rate and larger alignment
errors, which may have great influence on the performance
[35].
However, there are some major advantages of video
sequences. First, we can employ spatial and temporal infor-
mation of faces in the video sequence to improve still images
CCTV images with relatively better quality
(a)
CCTV images with degraded quality
(b)
Figure 3: Normalised video face images captured by CCTV
cameras.
recognition performance. Second, psychophysical and neural
studies have shown that dynamic information is very crucial
in the human face recognition process [36]. Third, with
redundant information, we can reconstruct more complex
representations of faces such as a 3D face model [37] or
super-resolution images [38] and apply them to improve
recognition performance. Fourth, some online learning
techniques can be applied for video-based face recognition
to update the model over time [39].
Since we need to do both still image and video-
based face recognition under surveillance conditions, the
above approaches are not suitable. Most still image face
recognition techniques are not appropriate for surveillance
images due to the following concurrent and uncontrolled
factors. The pose, illumination, and expression variations are
shown to have great impact on face recognition [40]. Image
resolution change due to variable distances to cameras is
another factor that influences the recognition performance
[41]. The face localization error induced by automatic
face detector will definitely aﬀect the recognition results
as there are no guarantees that the localization is perfect
(e.g., misalignment or wrong scale) [42]. In addition to
image properties, a surveillance system may have further
constraints: limitation in number of images, for example,
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only one gallery image per person, as well as real-time
operation requirements in order to handle large volumes
of people. As many still image face recognition techniques
are restricted to medium to high resolution face images
and require expensive computation or multiple gallery
images, which are not applicable for surveillance. Most of
the video-based face recognition approaches are designed
for video to video match, which cannot be used for still
image recognition. Moreover, the above approaches rely
heavily on the good face detection and feature localization,
which is impractical under surveillance conditions, where
images are of low resolution and processing should be in real-
time. We thus develop a framework for both still image and
video based face recognition under surveillance scenarios
using local facial features. This approach can handle low
resolution face image recognition with pose, illumination,
and expression variations to a certain degree and is not
sensitive to localization errors. Moreover, the computation
for this approach is fast enough for real-time processing.
4. Multiregion Histogram for Still Image
Face Recognition
In this section, we describe a Multiregion Histogram-
(MRH-) [43] based approach with the aim of concurrently
addressing the above-mentioned problems.
4.1. Multiregion Histograms of Visual Words. Each face is
divided into R fixed and adjacent regions. Each region is
further divided into overlapped small blocks. Each block has
a size of 8 × 8 pixels and overlaps neighbouring blocks by
75%. 2D DCT [44] decomposition is applied on each block
to extract descriptive features. To compensate for varying
contrast, each block is normalized to have zero mean and
unit variance. Based on preliminary experiments we elected
to retain 15 low-frequency elements out of the 64 DCT
coeﬃcients, by taking the top-left 4 × 4 submatrix of the
8× 8 coeﬃcient matrix and disregarding the first coeﬃcient
(as it is the mean of the block and is normalized to zero).
Therefore, for region r a set of feature vectors is obtained,
Xr = {xr,1,xr,2, . . . ,xr,N}, where N is the number of blocks.



































where the gth element in hr,i is the posterior probability
of xr,i according to the gth component of a visual dic-
tionary model. The visual dictionary model is built from
a convex mixture of Gaussians [45], parameterised by λ =
{wg ,µg ,Cg}Gg=1, where G is the number of Gaussians, while
wg , µg , and Cg are the weight, mean vector, and covariance
matrix for Gaussian g , respectively. The mean of each
Gaussian can be regarded as a particular “visual word.”
Once the histograms are computed for each feature






The DCT decomposition acts like a low-pass filter, which
retained features robust to small alterations due to in-
plane rotations, expression changes, or smoothing due to
upsampling from low-resolution images. The overlapping of
blocks during feature extraction, as well as the loss of spatial
relations within each region (due to averaging), results in
robustness to translations of the face which are caused by
imperfect face localization. We note that in the 1 × 1 region
configuration (used in [46]) the overall topology of the face
is eﬀectively lost, while in configurations such as 3 × 3 it is
largely retained (while still allowing for deformations in each
region).
The visual dictionary is obtained by pooling a large
number of feature vectors from training faces, followed by
employing the Expectation Maximisation algorithm [45] to
optimise the dictionary’s parameters (i.e., λ).
4.2. Normalised Distance. Comparison of two faces is
accomplished by comparing their corresponding average
histograms. Based on [47] we define an L1-norm-based













(A,B) is compared to a threshold to determine whether
faces A and B come from the same person or from two
diﬀerent people. However, the threshold might be dependent
on the image conditions of face A and/or B, which are not
known a priori. We propose a normalised distance in order















where Ci is the ith cohort face and M is the number of
cohorts. In the above equation cohort faces are assumed to be
reference faces that are known not to be of persons depicted





i=1 d (B,Ci) estimate how far away, on average,
faces A and B are from the face of an impostor. This typically
results in (4) being approximately 1 when A and B represent
faces from two diﬀerent people and less than 1 when A and B
represent two instances of the same person. If the conditions
of given images cause their raw distance to increase, the
average raw distances to the cohorts will also increase. As
such, the division in (4) attempts to cancel out the eﬀect of
varying image conditions.
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Figure 4: Accuracy rate for diﬀerent number of regions with
various size of the visual dictionary on view 1 of LFW.
4.3. Empirical Evaluation. This approach is evaluated on
LFW dataset [48] which contains 13,233 face images with
variations in pose, illumination, expression, in-plane rota-
tion, resolution, and localization (resulting in scale or
translation error). The images of LFW were obtained from
the Internet, and faces were centered, scaled, and cropped
based on bounding boxes provided by an automatic face
locator. We normalize the extracted faces to 64 × 64 pixels,
with an average distance between eyes of 32 pixels.
The test protocol of LFW is verification based, which is
to classify whether a pair of previously unseen faces is of
the same person (matched pair) or two diﬀerent persons
(mismatched pair). The protocol specifies two views of
the dataset: view 1, aimed at algorithm development and
model selection, and view 2, aimed at final performance
reporting. There are 1100 matched and 1100 mismatched
pairs in training set and 500 unseen matched and 500 unseen
mismatched pairs in the test set in view 1. We use training
set to construct the visual dictionary as well as optimizing
the threshold. In view 2 the images are split into 10 sets,
with each set 300 matched and 300 mismatched pairs. A 10-
fold cross-validation is done by using 9 for training and 1
for testing for each of the subset, respectively. Performance
is evaluated by the mean and standard error of the average
accuracies for all 10 subsets. The standard error is useful for
assessing the significance of performance diﬀerences across
algorithms [48].
We first studied the eﬀect of increasing the size of the
visual dictionary (from 2 to 4096 components) and number
of regions (from 1 × 1 to 4 × 4) on the LFW view 1. Based
on preliminary experiments, we randomly selected 32 cohort
faces from the training set for distance normalization. The
results shown in Figure 4 suggest that performance increases
continuously up to about 1024 components, then perfor-
mance becomes steady with only minor change. Significant
improvements are observed when the number of regions
rises from 1 × 1 to 3 × 3. Whilst using more regions (i.e.,
4× 4) shows no further performance gains.
We then fixed the number of regions to be 3×3 and tested
it on view 2 of LFW. Several configurations of MRH were
evaluated in comparison with PCA (as a baseline) and RBT.
Based on preliminary experiments, the baseline PCA-based
system used the Euclidean distance as its raw distance. Fol-
lowing the suggestion in [49], 61 eigenfaces (eigenfaces 4 to
64 of the training images) were used, ignoring the first three
eigenfaces. Results for RBT are obtained from http://vis-
www.cs.umass.edu/lfw, using the method published in [50].
By searching the literature, we also compare with other
recent methods using the following four kinds of features:
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [51], Gabor Jets Descriptors
(GJD) [52], Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [53],
and the Learning-based descriptor (LE) [54]. The results for
LBP, GJD, and SIFT (denoted as LBP-MSE-80, GJD-BC-100
and SIFT-SIMPLE individually in Table 1) are from [55],
and the result for LE is obtained from [54]. The results
shown in Table 1 indicate that the performance of MRH
based systems is consistent with the previous experiment.
Furthermore, the probabilistic 3 × 3 MRH method is much
better than those methods using LBP, GJD, and SIFT features
and is comparable with the more complex RBT method.
The performance of PCA considerably lags behind all other
approaches. The latest approach using LE features performs
the best by learning comprehensive descriptors and encoder
from training samples.
5. Enhancement of MRH for Video-based
Face Recognition
For intelligent surveillance systems, automatic face recogni-
tion should be performed for both still images and video
sequences. Thus, normal video-based face recognition tech-
niques are not suitable for this task since they are designed
only for video-to-video matching. In an attempt to retain the
ability for still image face recognition and to be capable for
still-to-video and video-to-video matching, we propose the
following approaches to enhance MRH for face recognition
on videos. In this section, we explore four methods that
operate on features to build up a more representative model
for classification as well as four methods that operate on
distance between vectors to improve the performance. By
investigating these approaches, we attempt to choose a best
suitable method that takes advantage of multiframe infor-
mation in a computationally inexpensive manner for image-
set and video-set matching. As part of the investigation into
this problem, a subset of LFW database is used for image
set matching, test and a large-scale audiovisual database
called “Mobio Biometry” (MOBIO) [56] is used for video-
set matching, respectively.
5.1. Operation on Feature. In this approach, several methods
are inspected, which utilize multiple feature vectors of
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Table 1: Results on view 2 of LFW. MRH approaches used a 1024-component visual dictionary.
Method Mean accuracy Standard error
3× 3 MRH (probabilistic, normalised distance) 72.95 0.55
3× 3 MRH (probabilistic, raw distance) 70.38 0.48
1× 1 MRH (probabilistic, normalised distance) 67.85 0.42
PCA (normalised distance) 59.82 0.68
PCA (raw distance) 57.23 0.68




Single LE + holistic 81.22 0.53
the sample images in a set to build up a more representative
model of faces. In other words, they attempt to extract more
meaningful new features from the existing features. In the
following sections, we will discuss them in more detail.
5.1.1. Feature Averaging. To extend still image face recog-
nition for video sequences, a direct approach is applying
still image recognition for each frame in the video set. But
this approach is computationally expensive and does not
fully utilize spatial and temporal information of the video.
Given an example, to identify a face from a probe video with
f frames in a video database with V video sequences, the
thorough search needs to perform the still imagematching by
V ×m× v times, where v is the average frames per sequence.
Generally, for only a 10-second video, it would contain about
300 frames (with a normal frame rate at 30 fps). This means
that the calculation for video is about 90000 times of that for
still image.
Inspired by a recent paper published in Science [57], we
propose the following approach by averaging MRH facial
features. Diﬀerent from [57], where a simple image averaging
is applied, we average the features due to the observation
that image averaging is only helpful for holistic facial features
and impairs the local facial features [58]. Assume that MRH
is applied on frame k of video p to extract the histogram
hp,k . Then the final description of the face in this video is





where vp is the number of selected frames for video p.
By the above averaging, we statistically average both spatial
and temporal information of faces. The average over frames
straightly integrates temporal information, and the region
averaging of MRH accomplishes spatial merge.
The similarity measure between two videos is the nor-
malized distance between the average histograms as defined
in (4). As can be easily seen, with this averaging approach,
the recognition is done by only V times distance calculation,
comparable to the still image recognition.
5.1.2. Manifold Distance. Manifold distance is an emerging
area in image-set matching [59]. Mutual Subspace Method
(MSM) was one of the earliest (and still competitive)
approaches within this school of thought [60]. In MSM
the principal angle between two subspaces is considered as
the similarity measure. The basic idea of principal angles
has been extended into kernel principal angles [61] or
discriminative canonical correlation [62] with promising
results.
Assume that W ∈ id×n1 and X ∈ id×n2 are two linear
subspaces with minimum rank r = min(n1,n2). Then there
are exactly r uniquely defined canonical correlations between






where wTi wi = xTi xi = 1 and wTi wj = xTi xj = 0, i /= j. θi
is the principal angle between the two subspaces and 0 ≤
θi ≤ π/2, i ∈ [1 · r]. One straight and numerical robust way
to compute the canonical correlations is based on Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD). Considering that O1 and O2
are orthogonal bases for subspaces W and X, respectively,
the canonical correlations are the singular values ofOT1O2. In
MSM the largest eigenvalue is used as the distance between
two manifolds.
A more comprehensive extension of MSM is the Man-
ifold to Manifold Distance (MMD) proposed in [59].
A Maximal Linear Patch (MLP) method is used to cluster
the sample images in the data set to form several local linear
patches (linear subspaces). TheMMD of two image sets is the










where Ci and C′j are the MLPs of image set M1 and M2,
respectively.
5.1.3. Aﬃne Hull Method. The Aﬃne Hull Method proposed
in [63] represents images as points in a linear feature space
and each image set is approximated by a convex geometric
region, named as aﬃne hull, spanned by its feature points.
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Table 2: Verification results for image-set matching of LFW.
Features Number of images
Operation on feature Operation on distance
MSM MMD AHM Avg-feature Min-min Max-min Avg-min Min-avg
MRH
3 86.45 86.45 81.62 88.06 86.77 77.10 84.84 84.19
4 90.28 88.89 90.74 92.59 89.35 78.70 88.43 87.04
LBP
3 75.81 75.81 73.23 77.74 77.42 67.74 78.39 75.16
4 78.70 80.09 81.48 83.80 80.09 67.13 79.17 76.39
Pixel intensity
3 65.48 57.87 66.13 61.29 59.03 58.39 60.0 56.13
4 72.69 67.13 68.52 67.13 64.35 58.80 63.89 63.89
The dissimilarity of two sets is measured by the geometric
distances between two convex models. Given a face image
vector xci, where c = [1, . . . ,C] is the index of the C image
sets and i = [1, . . . ,nc] is the index of the nc samples of image












where Uc is the set of eigenvectors spanned by the aﬃne
subspace and vc is a vector of free parameters. The distance
of two convex sets Hi and Hj is the infimum of the distances














where P = U(UTU)−1UT ,U = (Ui −Uj).
5.2. Operation on Distance. In contrast to operation on
features, the operation on distance applies some simple
statistical analysis on the distance between feature vectors
















































where d(wi, xj) is the distance between wi and xj .
5.3. Empirical Evaluation. The above approaches for video-
based face recognition are evaluated on LFW and MOBIO
datasets. For fair comparison, the four methods with oper-
ation on features are actually applied on three diﬀerent
facial features: MRH, Local Binary Patterns (LBP), and
raw pixel intensity. The four methods for operation on
distance are actually applied on the defined distance between
these features. In the following section, we will describe the
experiments on the above two datasets individually.
5.3.1. LFWMultiple Images Set Match. The image-set match-
ing is evaluated in subsets of LFW. We follow the similar
image pair verification protocol to LFW. We first evaluate
the image-set matching with 3 images per set. 620 image-
set pairs are generated from the LFW dataset, with 310 pairs
for training and 310 pairs for testing. Each pair contains two
image sets with 3 images in each set. Images in the testing
are never included in the training. In order to remove bias,
the pairs generated in our experiments are balanced so that
the number of matched pairs and mismatched pairs is the
same. Similarly, 432 pairs (216 training pairs and 216 testing
pairs) are generated for image-set matching with 4 images
in a set. We test the following four methods that operates
on features: feature averaging (Avg-Feature), the manifold
distance by applying MSM and MMD on facial features,
and the aﬃne hull method (AHM). To comprehensively
investigate the influence of operation on features, we test
the following three features: Multiregion Histogram (MRH),
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [51, 64], and raw pixel intensity.
For comparison, we also apply four methods that operates on
the distance between vectors (features) for thorough image-
set matching.
Table 2 presents the verification accuracy for the above
8 methods on diﬀerent features following LFW protocol.
It can be seen from the result that those four methods of
operation on features generally perform slightly better than
the four methods of operation on distance. The accuracy
of 4 images per set is a little better than using 3 images
for all of the methods across all diﬀerent features, which is
predictable as more information is utilized. When scanning
the table vertically, we notice that the performance of the
above 8 methods on MRH feature (top two rows) is about
10 percent higher than LBP and 20 percent higher than
pixel intensity, respectively. This indicates that MRH feature
is more discriminative for face recognition. It is interesting
that Avg-Feature performs the best among the 4 methods
of operation on feature with MRH and LBP features. That
might be because the face images extracted and normalized
from video sequence have great variations, large alignment
errors, and even false detections. MSM, MMD, and AHM
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may model the faces biasedly with a small number of
samples. The highest accuracy is obtained by averaging
features (Avg-Feature) for both 3 and 4 images per set with
MRH feature. The second best with 3 images per set is MSM,
and the one for 4 images per set is AHM, which are 2 percent
worse than Avg-Feature.
MMD is slightly worse than MSM because of the lim-
itation on the number of images (only 3 or 4 images)
per set. With only a few images per set, MSM would
construct a more representative subspace than the subspaces
modelled by MMD, because MSM uses all available features
to construct a linear subspace, whilst MMD only uses a
subset of the feature to construct several linear subspaces.
Thus, the performance of MSM is slightly better than MMD
in LFW. In some extreme cases, if only two images available
per set, MMD cannot be applied to generate linear subspaces.
MMD performs better than MSM only when there are much
more images in an image set. Results reported in [59] shows
improvement of MMD over MSM with 300 to 500 frames
per video. Under the constraint that only few images (less
than 10) are acquired for each set, MMD generally can not
perform as good as MSM.
5.3.2. MOBIO Videos Set Match. The MOBIO dataset was
collected as part of a European collaborative project to facil-
itate research and development on robust-to-illumination
face and speaker video verification systems in uncontrolled
environments. The quality ofmobile images is generally poor
with blurred images from motion and smudged lenses and
changes in illumination between scenes, which is similar to
those experienced in CCTV videos with out of focus, motion
blur, and cameras with dirty lenses. The experiments used
in this paper focused on only the development subset of the
MOBIO database. In this subset, 1,500 probe videos are each
compared to every person in the gallery (20 females and 27
males) whom each have 5 videos.
Because MOBIO database does not provide face loca-
tions, the OpenCV’s Haar Feature-based Cascade Classifier
[35] is used to detect faces in each frame. The faces are then
tracked over multiple frames using Continuously Adaptive
Mean-SHIFT Tracker (CAMSHIFT) [65] with colour his-
tograms. Once the faces are detected, eyes are further located
within the face using a Haar-based classifier. If no eyes are
located, they are approximated from the size of the face
detected. The faces are then resized and cropped such that
the eyes are centered with a 32-pixel intereye distance. For
these experiments, a closely cropped face of 64×64 pixels was
used which excludes outer features surrounding the face such
as hair and beard. In the surveillance context, such peripheral
features can be easily used as disguises. Due to the low quality
of the videos in MOBIO database and the robustness of the
face detector, there are 7% of all the videos with less than or
equal to 2 face images extracted.
Based on the observation in LFW test that methods of
operation on features perform better than that of operation
on distance and operations on MRH features outperform
other features, in this video set match, we only evaluate
operation on feature approaches for MRH. Due to the
Table 3: Average time for processing one video for diﬀerent number
of selected frames.













limitation of the face detector, less than 2 images with faces
can be extracted from some videos, and MMD methods
are not applicable to those videos. Thus, we only test the
following three methods: MSM, AHM, and Avg-Feature.
Figure 5 shows the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve for the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) versus
False Rejection Rate (FRR) of MSM, AHM and Avg-Feature
on MOBIO dataset with 4 and 8 frames selected randomly
and sequentially, respectively. Random selection is to choose
frames in a video randomly with equal probability whilst,
sequential selection is to choose frames with equal time
interval. As can be seen from Figures 5(a) and 5(b), Avg-
Feature performs the best among the three methods followed
by MSM. The random selection and sequential selection
have very limited influence on the performance of all of
the three methods. In addition to the performance, we also
evaluated the time cost for these three methods. Table 3
presents the average time of processing one video forMOBIO
dataset with diﬀerent number of selected frames. The Avg-
Feature approach is much faster as all calculations are linear
(euclidean averaging and L1-norm distances), whilst the
time cost for MSM and AHM is much higher due to the
complex Singular Value Decomposition, which exponentially
increases with the number of frames. This fact can be
observed from Table 3, where Avg-Feature is 6 times faster
than MSM and 40 times faster than AHM with 4 frames
and even much faster with 16 frames. Due to the real-
time requirement for surveillance systems, MSM and AHM
are not applicable especially when hundreds of frames are
used. The second experiment done for MOBIO database
is investigating the eﬀect of the number of frames on
performance. The performance of the three methods with
diﬀerent number of frames selected is evaluated. Because
MSM and AHM are very slow especially with more frames
selected, we only test them with 4 and 8 frames. With 16
frames or more, it will take at least a month for such a big
dataset as MOBIO. For Avg-Feature method, we run the test
for up to all frames selected from each video. Figures 7 and
6 illustrate the eﬀect of using multiple frames as a biometric
ROC of FAR versus FRR for the three methods. As can be
seen from Figures 7(a) and 7(b), the performance for MSM
and AHM with 8 frames is slightly better than that of 4
frames. The same trend can be observed from Figure 6 for
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Figure 5: ROC of FAR versus FRR for MOBIO Dev Set with 4 and 8 frames selected.
Table 4: Half total error rate results on MOBIO dataset obtained
from [66].
Method Male Female Average
IDIAP 25.45 24.39 24.92
ITI 16.92 17.85 17.38
Averaging MRH 25.43 20.83 23.13
TEC 31.36 29.08 30.22
UNIS 9.75 12.07 10.91
VISIDON 10.30 14.95 12.62
UON 29.80 23.89 26.85
NTU 20.50 27.26 23.88
UPV 21.86 23.84 22.85
Avg-Feature, in which a small improvement in recognition
is shown with the use of multiple frames compared to
just 1 frame. But it does not imply that the more frames
used the better the performance. The best performance for
Avg-Feature is achieved with 8 frames selected for random
selection and 16 frames selected for sequential selection.
To compare with other state-of-the-art techniques on
MOBIO dataset, we also report the results on MOBIO test
set in Table 4, which are obtained from [66]. Our proposed
averaging MRH method performs the fourth and fifth for
female and male test set separately. However, those methods
that perform better than the proposed method use more
reliable proprietary software for face detection. Compared
with those methods using OpenCV face detector, MRH
Averaging method performs better than them.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we reviewed state-of-the-art face recognition
techniques for still images and video sequences. Most of
these existing approaches need well-aligned face images and
only perform either still image face recognition or video-to-
videomatch. They are not suitable for face recognition under
surveillance scenarios because of the following reasons:
limitation in the number (around ten) of face images
extracted from each video due to the large variation in
pose and lighting change; no guarantee of the face image
alignment resulted from the poor video quality, constraints
in the resource for calculation influenced by the real time
processing. We then proposed a local facial feature-based
framework for still image and video-based face recognition
under surveillance conditions. This framework is generic
to be capable of still-to-still, still-to-video and video-to-
video matching in real-time. Evaluation of this approach is
done for still image and video based face recognition on
LFW image dataset and MOBIO video dataset. Experimental
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Figure 6: ROC of FAR versus FRR for MOBIO Dev set for Avg-Feature.
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Figure 7: ROC of FAR versus FRR for MOBIO Dev Set for MSM and AHM.
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results show that MRH feature is more discriminative for
face recognition with illumination, pose, and expression
variations and is less sensitive to alignment errors. Empirical
evaluation on video-based recognition with 8 methods for
operation on feature and operation on distance shows that
operation on features generally performs better. The best
performance achieved is by Avg-Feature compared to other
recent advanced methods such as MSM, MMD, and AHM,
when the number of images per set is small (less than 10).
MSM, MMD and AHM attempt to overfit to small number
of samples, though they might outperform Avg-Feature with
hundreds of images available per set. But the speed of
the former is much slower than the latter. Thus, for face
recognition under surveillance scenario, Avg-Feature is more
suitable, subjected to the constraints in the number of images
and real-time processing. Though experiments show that
MRH feature is more reliable then other local features, such
as LBP, GJD, and SIFT, recent research discovers some more
robust features, for example, Learning-based Descriptors
(LE) [54]. It is worth investigating the averaging eﬀect on
these features.
Besides technical challenges, data collection is one of
the main issues for research on surveillance systems. Privacy
laws or policies may prevent surveillance footage being used
for research even if the video is already being used for
security monitoring. Careful consultation and negotiation
should be carried out before any real-life trials of intelligent
surveillance systems.
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